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MEDIA INFORMATION / PUBLIC INFORMATION WORKSHEET
Please email to PIO Larry Gallegos at lagallegos@bernco.gov (505) 228-6668
1.
2.

Date/Incident number
Incident Address

02/25/17, #2017-003063
107 Lemmons Ln. NE

3.
4.
5.
6.

Area of County
Mutual Aid request/given
Reported by:
Fire Condition/Alarms
(working fire, 2nd alarm)
Size & Type of
Structure/Incident
(apt/residential home/ bldg)
Number of Personnel
Responded (Units and FFs)

North Valley
None
Resident
Working fire

7.

8.

Time Dispatched/1st Unit
Arrival time
10. Brief description of what 1st
unit on the scene saw.
9.

11. Total time to bring fire under
control
12. Anyone inside at the time of
the fire. If yes, how many
13. How was family alerted?
(smoke detector, neighbors)
14. Injuries? If yes, include age,
gender, transport info &
injuries sustained.
15. Fire Origin? Was it contained
to origin?

16. Spread through %
17. Smoke Damage (light or heavy
smoke damage throughout)
18. Cause
(determined/undetermined
-->accident,natural,incendiary)
19. Estimated Damages
(structural, contents/vehicle)
20. Assisting Agencies like
Red Cross, # of displaced?
21. Contributing factors such as
wind or location
22. Additional information
(rescues, FF injuries and so
on)
23. On Scene POC
24. Community Risk Reduction

Fire was confined to the structure of origin, a mobile home & shed
behind the main house on the property.
19 personnel: E31, R31, E30, R30, TWR36, R36, Batt. 6, Batt. 8, FMO 3
& FMO 6. S.O. had appr. 3 units on scene. AAS responded with 2.
PNM & NM Gas also responded.
Dispatch at 19:35. First units arrive at 19:42
E31 arrived on scene and reported a detached structure, fully involved,
behind the main residential house. The Lt. immediately declared a
defensive operation. Eng. 31 deployed 2 handlines to the fire, one to the
fire structure and another to protect the exposures. Units were assigned
to the main exposure to check for fire extension. None was found but
there was damage to the exterior from radiant heat. Forcible enter was
made through the roll-up garage door to gain initial access.
35 minutes
One person was inside the fire structure, who alerted 3 occupants inside
the main, unaffected house.
Initial reports are it may have been a cooking fire started by hot grease
from the occupant cooking.
No injuries. A female from the main residence, appr. 74 y/o, was
complaining of anxiety. She was initially contacted by personnel from
R36, but care was immediately turned over to AAS, who transported her
to the hospital.
Fire was contained to the building of origin, a utility trailer, and
something resembling a chicken coop. There was some damage to
exposures including sheds. In particular the main residential house
suffered some damage from radiant heat, as well as an access hole cut in
the garage door by FD to allow access for primary search.
Fire structure, 100%. Main residence, none noted.
None to main house, light smoke in attached garage.
Under investigation by FMO.

Greater than $5000.
An offer to call Red Cross was made, but declined by Mr. Dale Brown.
None
None

None
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25. Additional Information
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